Mechanistic systems models of cell signaling networks: a case study of myocyte adrenergic regulation.
Signal transduction networks coordinate a wide variety of cellular functions, including gene expression, metabolism, and cell fate processes. Understanding biological networks quantitatively is a major challenge to post-genomic biology, and mechanistic systems models will be crucial for this task. Here, we review approaches towards developing mechanistic systems models of established cell signaling networks. The ability of mechanistic system models to generate testable biological hypotheses and experimental strategies is discussed. As a case study of model development and analysis, we examined the functional roles of phospholamban, the L-type calcium channel, the ryanodine receptor, and troponin I phosphorylation upon beta-adrenergic stimulation in the rat ventricular myocyte. Model analysis revealed that while protein kinase A-mediated phosphorylation of the ryanodine receptor greatly increases its calcium sensitivity, calcium autoregulation may adapt quickly by negating potential increases in contractility. Systematic combinations of in silico perturbations supported the conclusion that phospholamban phosphoregulation is the primary mechanism for increased sarcoplasmic reticulum load and calcium relaxation rate during beta-adrenergic stimulation, while both phospholamban and the L-type calcium channel contribute to increased systolic calcium. Combined with detailed experimental studies, mechanistic systems models will be valuable for developing a quantitative understanding of cell signaling networks.